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Mary Magdalene is one of the most demonized women in the history of the world. Why? Even woman of the world call
her a prostitute and hoar without even asking why. The church has many things to hide with her and that is the first clue
as to why she was demonized.

The Norwegian researcher Harald Boehlke was inspired by the same book. In the opening scene of The Da
Vinci Code, Dan Brown featured a dying man who had inscribed a pentagram onto his stomach with his own
blood. Religion, Sacred geometry, and suspense were the ingredients that kept audiences spellbound. But, it
was mainly fiction. A pentagram image was found on the body. Public Domain What Harald found, however,
is not fiction. These surpassed by far even the astonishing geometry discovered on the blood-soaked soil of the
Languedoc area of southern France, where the gnostic Cathars had been killed by the thousands by The
Catholic Church and The Templars had many of their strongholds. Harald discovered what is now called The
Norwegian Pentagram, and other enormous geometric patterns with symbolic measurements, constructed with
the help of cities built during the conversion years ca. And lo and behold, it was seen that Norway had not
been converted by the Roman Catholics as had always been the accepted story. Astonishing Discovery of
Sacred Geometry and Ancient Symbols The pentagram is for many a mysterious, foreboding, fateful and
intimidating symbol. The Catholic Church must take credit for turning the pentagram from a symbol of the
sacred feminine to a symbol of the devil. It has had many meanings in many cultures, tracing back in time
many thousand years. The use of 1. Pythagoreans considered the pentagram an emblem of perfection or the
symbol of the human being. In a way, you might say it is the fingerprint of God. The pentagram incorporates
the Golden Section 1. It is constructed using this number, and this number only. It can be said the pentagram is
the visualization of the Golden Section 1. The proportional relationship of the parts reflects universal design.
Public Domain This number is a large part of Holy Geometry. It permeates creation; It defines the spirals of a
Nautilus shell, snowflakes, the galaxies, honeycombs. It is in many ways the number of creation as it is also
mirrored in the proportions of the human body. Studying the Sagas and other historical works led him to
discover more geometry. Strange myths and fables that he had dismissed earlier suddenly seemed to make
sense, leading to one exciting discovery after the other. Celts brought Christianity to Norway? Abundant
evidence was found that suggested certain groupings within the Celtic Church had converted the Vikings to
Christendom instead. After Emperor Constantine in CE sanctioned the Christian faith which believed Jesus
being the son of god, the Gnostics, Arians, Ophites and other sects were persecuted and dispersed. The
persecution of the Gnostics was mainly the work of the influential group that later evolved into what we today
call the Roman Catholic Church. The Arians went as far north as the Iberian Peninsula, while the Ophites
apparently found their way to the British Isles where, according to legend, St. It is interesting to note that there
have never been serpents in Ireland.
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In Secrets of the Serpent, the author reveals the real "bloodline" spoken of by Dan Brown in the Da Vinci Code- it was in
fact a serpent bloodline. Philip Gardiner is the international best selling author of Gnosis: The Secret of Solomon's
Temple Revealed and many more books.

According to Mudji, the treasure came into existence a century ago, when it fell from a mysterious blue
serpent from a storm-filled portal. The treasure fell on some Ninns nearby, including Mudji, turning them into
Orkins. Mudji kept it safe until Emperor Ko wrenched it from him, but Eric and his friends retrieved it in The
Treasure of the Orkins , the previous book. However, Ko cursed it with this prophecy before he lost it to Eric:
This tiny treasure will do no less than unite all the sons of Zara in a single place and time. A place and time
when they are most vulnerable. And one of them As the Dragonfly flies further north, Nesh warriors attack it,
and Friddle is forced to crash-land the plane. Eric reports that, ever since he got his magical powers back in
Special Edition 5. Moon Magic , they have been much less potent than they used to be. After reporting this to
Galen, they both hear a strange tapping noise. The party arrives at the place where the blue serpent fell: Krone,
the village of the snowfolk. The group talks with Baggle, the leader of the snowfolk, and find that the serpent
and possibly its master currently dwells underneath Krone, calling to be fixed. As everyone discusses, Galen
walks into an ice cave, towards a wall, keeps muttering to himself, and disappears magically straight through
the wall. As Baggle, Djambo, and Mudji prepare to defend Krone against more Nesh warriors, they send the
children out to rescue Galen. Baggle gives the kids sleds and tells them that the serpent master built the sleds
and the village of Krone. The children assault the icy warriors, but lose the Treasure of the Orkins in the
process. Eric and Neal get it back, but when Eric looks at the treasure, he sees a plain blue disc with a central
knob and markings on its edge, not the ornate blue snowflake it previously looked like. Eric hears the strange
tapping sound again, then finds that the ice beneath his feet is shifting away from everyone else. Eric looks
down at the serpent and notes that its wings are hinged and braced, but dismisses those as armour. He checks
below the serpent and sees that it is currently flying over his own hometown. Afterwards, the vision fades and
Eric finds himself in a dark chamber. The voice appears again and directs Eric towards a door in the chamber.
Past the door is a much larger chamber, enchanted with strong magic and containing three birds on a giant
silver tree. Its transparent ceiling provides a good view of the stars. Eric finds Galen in the room near the tree.
They then find themselves sitting on the tree, and Eric thinks that the tree reminds him of the apple trees near
his own house. In the scroll, the serpent master wrote that he fell through the storm-filled sky and lost his
memory. He wrote with melancholy that until his serpent is complete and another storm arrives, he cannot
return home. Eric hypothesizes that the serpent master gave him the vision of the blue serpent and led him to
the enchanted room. Galen starts to think that the serpent master could be Urik , his lost brother, but Eric takes
a look at the birds on the tree and the stars past the ceiling and announces that the serpent master is probably
the Prince of Stars instead. It makes sense--the Prince of Stars has a nebulous past, lost his memory, and has
three birds as friends. As the enchanted chamber vanishes around them, Eric and Galen find themselves in the
snowy north again. They head towards Krone, reaching their friends and slogging through more Nesh
warriors. The icicle soldiers, accompanied by Emperor Ko, pierce the village and invade Krone. He implants
the Treasure of the Orkins into the hole on the serpent, and the treasure reverts from a blue snowflake to the
dial-faced disc it truly is. The Prince of Stars appears in the chamber, thanking Eric for curing his blue serpent.
Eric interrogates him, but gets no clear answers from the amnesiac wanderer. The other members of the party
crash into the chamber, with Ko on their heels. Everyone hears the mysterious tapping noise one more time,
and an elderly Lord Sparr , the source of that noise, soon arrives. Galen expresses his astonishment that his
brother is now here, and Sparr responds that he has come to "atone for his sin" of stealing the Moon Medallion
from his "noble brother" Urik. The old wizard continues that Urik chased him into a storm, then seems to
recognize the Prince of Stars as Urik. As the Prince of Stars prepares to leave Droon, he hops on the blue
serpent and calls for his three birds. Then, he shouts, "Serpent, imagine yourself a bird and fly, fly us back
home! Keeah and Galen annihilate the icicle heading for the Prince of Stars, and Queen Relna destroys the
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icicle intended for Sparr. Eric struggles to blast the icicle aimed at Galen, but fails to produce a single magical
spark. Ko, Sparr, and Galen are shocked that Eric has fallen. Galen, in a rage, shoves Ko into a chasm. Ko
enters the chasm and falls to his death. Ko may have fallen, but Eric is gone, too, and their lives in the Upper
World may never be the same.
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surrounding the Templars & the profound allure of the Holy Grail. Also featuring magickal musings from the mind of a
Mystic.

I have had several questions about our thoughts. If I say our brains are only receivers, where do are thoughts
come from? We all have thoughts. Good thoughts and bad thoughts. For the majority of us, our thoughts are
very negative, fearful and anxious. We all have thoughts that keep us from falling asleep or they wake us up in
the middle of the night. We as a human race worry. Is this just part of being human? Thought is an energy.
Whatever your energy is, you will attract those thoughts. You can monitor this by realizing the thoughts you
are having is showing the energy you have at that moment or period of time. There is a collective human
mind. Some call it the collective unconscious. I call it the collective human mind. Many of your thoughts are
not your own thoughts. They are thoughts from the collective human mind. There are thought forms floating
around. When you start vibrating on a lower level these thought forms that are on a lower level will be
attracted by you and enter your mind. The same is true for vibrating on a higher level. Higher thoughts will
resonate with you and enter your mind. This is why you need to become aware of your feelings and thoughts.
Let your feelings come and go like weather, but be aware of the thoughts your feelings are making you think.
If you are feeling fear, anger or anxiety, your thoughts are probably all over the place. I show in Magic how to
accept and reject thoughts. This heightens your awareness of the thoughts going through your mind. As you
raise your awareness it not only benefits you, it benefits the collective mind. Raising your awareness raises the
awareness of the collective human mind. Everyone wants to change the world, but no one wants to change
themselves. The more people who become aware, the more there is awareness to the collective human mind.
Any thought that takes over your mind is not your personal thoughts. Any emotions generated by that thinking
is generated by the collective human mind. These thoughts are not yours, you pick them up. The thoughts take
over your mind and lead you on several made up stories. It literally takes possession of your mind. Most
people, without knowing, identify with the lower thoughts. Lord of the Rings shows this with Gollum. They
feel threatened because they are possessed by the mind in lower energy. Unless one is awake and aware, they
have virtually the same thoughts everyday. If something happens that is in that same lower energy they all
jump on it. This is why when bad things happen to famous people, everyone is quick to put their opinion in.
The first moments of freedom is when you realize you have virtually the same thoughts all the time. The
collective human mind is very strong in groups and those who identify themselves with a nationality, religion,
club or company. The rulers in charge of this world know exactly how this works. They must keep you in the
lower forms of thought. Countries, corporations and religions keep people thinking the same way. Keeping
you in lower thoughts keeps you in a lower vibration. The more the lower vibration thoughts come in, the
more you start to believe them. The longer you have these thoughts the harder they are to break. Many people
are stuck with a hostile mind. They attack themselves and others. Your ego is thoughts you have identified
with and you see the world through your ego. The main thought I struggle with is that all muggles are ignorant
and stupid. Then I start perceiving the world that way. Once I become aware that my thoughts are attracting
more of the ignorance, I free myself of the thoughts. That is freeing yourself of the ego. Do not believe the lies
your mind produces. The collective human mind is just a thread of the universal consciousness. Everything
has a consciousness and all of it put together makes up the universal consciousness. We as humans are
physical representation of the collective human mind. So our brain taps into the collective human mind the
easiest. Our history is full of wars and fighting. Our minds began with fighting. We are infants as a race and
our mind are infants too. We are addicted to lower energy thoughts because it has been in the collective human
mind from the beginning. Fear, lying, jealousy, and anxiety have been around from the beginning. The
collective human mind only has in it what the human consciousness has consciously been. For the most part
our consciousness as humans has been low energetically. Higher levels of thoughts are there too. You just
have to match your vibration with the energy. Becoming aware or waking up makes you vibrate on a higher
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level. You are energy and your Vibration starts to raise as you wake up. This in turns raises the collective
human consciousness. As you vibrate higher you tap into the universal consciousness as a whole. Others will
feel your energy and want to be in you energetic field. Especially ones with raising vibrations. Whatever it is
you want to do, you need to surround yourself with others that want to do the same thing or have already done
it. Any profession, hobby, art or sport you want to be successful in, find a circle of those people and you will
either start to vibrate on their level or you will be repelled. Have you ever seen in a game where one athlete
starts performing really well and it seems to be contagious to the rest of the team. That player pulled his or her
team up energetically to their level and the rest of the team responded with excellent play. This works with
actors, musicians, dancers, anything where a group of people are involved in. It also goes the other way. When
performers, athletes or actors start to slump it can be contagious. This is how the collective human mind
works. By pulling yourself up you pull others up with you. By staying low you help others to stay low too.
Become aware of how situations are making you feel and how it is effecting your mind and thoughts. Then
become aware of how your thoughts are effecting your world. That is your first steps to true freedom. Then
you will realize you are not your thoughts, you are the awareness of your thoughts. Your vibration will start to
climb and you will find new thoughts. Match the frequency of the reality you want and you cannot help but
get that reality. It can be no other way. This is not philosophy.
4: Secrets of the Serpent: In Search of the Sacred Past () - IMDb
Secrets of the Ancient World - You Will Not Believe The Power You ALREADY HAVE! - WATCH! - Duration: Reality
Entertainment. views.

5: The Serpent Power: The Secrets of Tantric and Shaktic Yoga by Arthur Avalon
The Serpent Kingdom expanded from its capital Dzibanche to present day north Guatemala, Belize and the Mexican
state of Campeche but was finally defeated by Tikal. The altar's inscriptions reveal a lot about the political machinations
of the sixth century Serpent Kingdom.

6: secretsoftheserpent â€“ Myths and Magic
In Secrets of the Serpent, the author reveals the real "bloodline" spoken of by Dan Brown in the Da Vinci Code - it was in
fact a serpent bloodline. The truth shall be found in Secrets of the Serpent. Now, after years of research, the real
religious history of the world can be told.

7: Buy 9 Clues: The Secret of Serpent Creek (Full) - Microsoft Store
If you have a favorite myth you would like translated, contact me and let me know. I will either answer you or put it up as
a post.

8: Secrets of the Serpent: In Search of the Sacred Past by Philip Gardiner
Secrets of the Serpent Bloodline. K likes. The Unveiling of Profound Esoteric Mysteries. Tau Tia takes you on a journey
into the unknown, an.

9: Flight of the Blue Serpent | Droon Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
In Secrets of the Serpent, Philip Gardiner f Then a great battle ensued and Christianity stamped it's authority on the face
of the planet. Now, after years of research, the real religious history of the world can be told.
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